CINAS NETWORK,
ISD AND FUTURE
DEVELOPMENT

Rule-based / AI Code with Edge computing
where Edge computing improves performance, strengthens security and reduces costs.
Auto-discovery, Auto-notification, AI
and/or Rule-based Software—a perfect
candidate for ISD used as an Edge
Computing device which utilizes fringe
computers or systems to overcome the
technological challenges associated
with data heavy applications. The
data can either be in a contained
environment or cloud-based system.
The ISD performs much of this now, but
could be instrumental with the NOC
Cloud scenario using a single interface.
1. Date Reduction/Streamlining
Multiple Module Applications
on a Single NOC Cloud System.
Machine algorithms or rules
must receive and process very
large amounts of data in order to
detect trends, find new entities,
(sites or customer locations),
and provide accurate actions or

recommendations. Rather than
streaming all of this to the cloud,
more processing can happen
at the edge in the ISD, thus
reducing backhaul costs and time
associated with diagnostics. This
is particularly important for use in
cases which require analytics for
large systems, where streaming
to the cloud or large systems with
numerous sites and units would
need huge amounts of bandwidth.
2. Real-time decision making with
reduced latency where machine
learning and notification using
rule-based code (as a form of
analytics) is triggering real-time
actions, rather than streaming
all raw data to a remote cloud
for centralized processing. Edge
computing using the ISD, its
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thresholding and preprocessing
can enable these decisions to
be made close to the source of
the data and resulting actions
triggered at the edge.
3. Local data storage and
processing by using edge
computing, sensitive or
proprietary information, such
as location, password/ID (SSH/
SSHv2), is stored locally rather
than in the cloud. By performing
AI and rule-based operations at
the edge, only aggregated data
sets, specific messages and
key insights (new info, locations
or alarm messages) need to be
streamed to the cloud and the
rest of the data remains local
unless it is of a critical nature.
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Why would you use edge computing and advanced data analytics?
Cordell Analytics has found that in addition to security, streaming and storing huge
amounts of data from Ribbon® C15s, Metaswitch and remote locations may become
issues based on the customers prohibitively expensive backhaul and cloud storage costs.
Instead, the big data analytics can occur closer to the end-device at an edge computing
location using the ISD. Only updates to algorithms or rules need to be sent back to
the cloud in order to synchronize learnings across multiple ISD and CiNAS sites. Automonitoring, upgrades to software and health software has been developed by Cordell and
is in place with customers.

Challenges to using edge computing for AI
The key challenge to using edge computing sites (either on-premises or network edge) for
rule-based intelligence is the need for heavy duty storage and computing power like the
ISD (VM or Server based). This may prove a viable alternative to the heavy-duty computing
capabilities of the centralized cloud.
Edge Computing: edge computing is a physical computing infrastructure that is positioned
on the spectrum between the device and the cloud, supporting various applications. Edge
computing, like the ISD, brings processing capabilities closer to the end user/device/
source of data which eliminates the journey to the cloud data center, remote server or VM
location and reduces latency.
Telco Edge Computing: distributed computing, managed by the telco operator, which may
extend beyond the network edge and onto the customer edge (field units, Mapcom etc.).
Customer or On-site Premise Edge Computing: computing resources on customer premises (for NOC Customers) that are managed by a network operator for applications and
functions. These functions run in virtualized environments as cloud-based operations
across a distributed edge architecture. On-premise edge computing retains sensitive data
on-premises while still taking advantage of the elasticity offered by the edge cloud.
Edge Cloud: Edge cloud using analytics, captures the benefits of both cloud and on-premise servers, as it has the flexibility and scalability and the capacity to handle sudden spikes
in workloads from unplanned increases in end-user activities.
Private Cloud (Possible, Nex-Tech NOC, Data Centers): cloud deployment model where
computing services are offered over a private network to a set of dedicated users. Private
cloud also offers the benefits of a public cloud such as scalability and agility, but the key
difference is that private cloud delivers higher security and data privacy through the internal hosting of cloud infrastructure.
Network Edge: this is where enterprise-owned networks such as wireless LAN or data centers connect to third-party networks.

Summation:
Use of the existing Cordell/Nex-Tech solution allows us to stay ahead of the Edge Computing curve from a technological standpoint. Furnishing a single dashboard with access to
NOC, Traffic, Environmental and VQM functionality would be both cost effective and offer
Nex-Tech an additional revenue stream using existing data centers and facilities with minimal cost for labor, travel and programming.
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